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Doka is a world leader in developing, manufacturing and distributing formwork technology for use in all fields of the construction sector. The Group headquarters and central plant are located in Amstetten, Austria. The Doka network is a globe-spanning sales organization with 160 sales and logistics locations in 70 different countries, giving construction companies around the world fast access to safe, dependable and high-performing formwork solutions.

Doka offerings for wall, floor, climbing, load-bearing and safety systems and general components receive acclaim for their high quality and integrated safety, ergonomic usage, and extremely long-lifespan. Doka customers, irrespective of location, profit from speedy and prompt availability of required formwork together with Doka’s outstanding services for every type of building construction and civil engineering project.

Doka in the Middle East

We started early and invested into transferring our formwork knowledge to construction projects in the region. In fact, since the 1970’s Doka Middle East has been recognised as one of the strongest and most reliable full-line formwork technology partners. Customers have access to twelve subsidiaries in the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain, Lebanon and Jordan.

With approximately 500 Doka people in the region comprising over 30 nationalities, we are focused towards providing our specialised expertise to customers for any project type.
Doka in the United Arab Emirates

The United Arab Emirates is a key market for the Doka Group. The country headquarters is situated on a more than 50,000m² plot comprising an office, stockyard, and state-of-the-art warehouse and reconditioning facility. Because proximity to our customers and the jobsites we support is highly important, full-service offices are additionally located in Abu Dhabi and Sharjah.

Doka People

Doka UAE is led by the philosophy of dedicated Formwork Service Management. Our team is ready to offer the highest level of customer service you can expect from us – The Formwork Experts.

Across the country, our sales, engineering and operations departments work closely together to ensure the best outcome for each project.
Doka Services

Added value to support effective deployment and utilisation onsite.

- **Engineering**
- **Dedicated Project Coordination**
- **Ready-to-Use Preassembly**
- **Onsite Assembly**
- **Formwork Instruction**
- **Material Maintenance, Inspection & Reconditioning**
Reaching your **goals**, one stage at a time

Our active project support is a real added value.

The aim of all Doka services is to achieve higher efficiency for all project challenges. By providing customised formwork solutions, we are paving the way for your well-founded decisions. Doka puts its expert know-how at your service with active project support through each stage.

---

**Project Development Stage**

Professional advise and consulting:

- Detailed analysis of the initial situation
- Identifying opportunities applying to planning and execution in order to optimise costs
- Customised formwork concepts

**Bidding Stage**

Defining the overall framework:

- Selecting the optimal formwork solution
- Determining the commissioning quantities
- Bid planning, including material list
- Conclusion of agreement

**Project Management Planning Stage**

Formwork is managed for higher efficiency using optimised programs:

- Specifying the commissioning quantities
- Coordinating lead-times and handover deadlines
- Logistics concept
- Cost control

---

**Ongoing advice and support from a dedicated contact person**

**Engineering**
Involving Doka during the early stages, with knowledge and experience from our professional staff, gives you the tools for maximum efficiency. Staying with the project all the way until the formwork scope is successfully completed, enables valuable, long term partnership.

**Concrete Construction Stage**

Formwork engineering resources are optimally utilised with assistance from experienced Doka Formwork Experts:

- Shop drawings including structural analysis
- Ready-to-Use Preassembly Service
- Transport logistics
- Doka Formwork Instruction
- Onsite Assembly
- Project Management and Coordination

**Project Close-out Stage**

Upon completion, the project is mutually closed out with professional support and transparency:

- Formwork dismantling
- Joint material inspection
- Return delivery
- Cleaning, repair and maintenance
- Jointly handled close-out

**Success of Project**

With our custom engineered formwork solutions and range of services geared toward project needs, we put our customer’s success on firm footing and build long-term partnerships.
Doka Sectorial Competence

Solution oriented full systems and components for sale or rent, custom engineered to your specific requirements.

Energy & Transport

Residential & Social Structures

Industrial & Civil Infrastructure

Highrise